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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
It is nearly one hundred years since Justinus Kerner
accidentally discovered that ordinary ink blots, unplanned and unstructured, tend to assume meaningful torms tor an observer.
Since then, there has been a considerable evolution and refinement
ot the initial uses and insights of the pioneer investigators
toward a whole and new theory of personality testing using projective techniques.

Although due credit must be given such men as

Binet, the founder of modern intelligence testing, tor applying
wider and more systematIc methods to ink blot usage, and Whipple,
who published the first standardized series of blots, Herman Rorschach, a Swiss psychiatrist, stands out as the practical founder
of the method which uses ink blots as unstructured sttmuli upon
which a subject projects his own unique personality structure.
Rorschach's ten year long experimentation with ink blots finally
culminated in the publication ot his famed ESlcb2Sliasnos$Ut (1921)
and in the subsequent international adoption ot his standardized
series of ten blots.

His method of administration ot this ink

blot test which bears his name, together with his interpretational
theory, underlies all present day professional use of the test as
1

•
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a clinical instrument.
Because of the eventual international acceptance of
Rorschach's test, the literature in the field has grown to enormous proportions both in America and abroad.

American psychol-

ogists and psychiatrists were introduced to the RorSChach method
by Levy.

Many other workers in this country such as Beck, Klop-

fer, and Hertz, have become well known through their significant
contribut1ons in the field of Rorschach administrat10n and interpretat1on.

In 1936, much consoljdation of effort and theory waS

accomplished when the Rorschagh i!,e,£ch

l!Sban,~,

a quarterly

publication now oalled the Joursll a[ proJecti!! keSAnigQ!l, was
begun.

After this, the method took hold so rapidly with psych1a-

trists and psychologists that, in 1939, there was formed an international profeSSional organizatIon, the Rorschach Institute, as a
research and training instItute.

Since this development much of

the early skeptiCism about the method has been allayed by the
wealth of positive communal research brought forth.
Until a rew years ago, Rorschach research was confined
to adult subjects who were in large majority mentally disturbed
either in neurotic or psychotic degree.

Within the past ten years

interest has developed in using the Rorschach

~.8t

with children.

The recognition of and sensItivIty to the emotionally disturbed
chIld at home and in the school gave impetus to this new trend.
Psychologists working in child guIdance clinics and centers had
long since recognized the need to approach and to study the young

•

child by indirect means within simulated play settings.

3
The game-

like administration of' the Rorschach Test, together with 1 ts inherent interest-provoking features t made it appear to be theor.etically useful.

The greatest obstacle to such use of' the Rorschach

Test with children was that of' norms,
tions needed answering.

Does the child make use of' the ink blots

in the same manner as the adult'
~ust

Certain preltminary ques-

It he does, to what degree?

the ordinary adult administration be changed to better orient

and interest the child?

Do the child •• imaginal productions to

the blots show a trend toward thOle of' the normal adult as the
child matures physically, socially and mentally? These and many
other similar questions had to be answered bef'ore any valid use
could be made ot the Rorschach fest with children,
~8S

The great need

f'or normative data.
The first studies demonstrated that children respond well

~o

the blots but that adult norms were not applicable to the Ror-

_chach protocols of' children within en age range of' several years,
~nd

aff'orded some evidence that developmental trends existed for

~hich

no single norm standard could be utiltzed.

A sliding scale

pi norms was needed which would take into consideration the child's
whole stage of' development. :Normative deta on the average child
within very limited chronological age ranges were required.

Des-

pite this need, the large ma30rlty of' studies done to date have
~ealt

with rather select groups of children of' superior intelli-

~ence

and socia-economic backgrounds and cannot be properly viewed

..
as normative, however valuable they

mi~ht

4

be tor other purposes.

The present study attempts to evaluate, chiefly through
quantitative analysis, one presently used administration method
of the Rorschach Test with young children, Mary Ford's trial blot
method (12).

This method introduces the child to the ten standard

Rorschach cards by giving him a specific sample or trial blot on
which to practice first.

This method Ford believes to serve as an

excellent nonverbal orientation to the test tor the child.

Hertz

{2l) has also expressed a beliet in the value of such orientation.
She teels that the first Rorschach card serves in many instances
as a practice card through which the subject comes to learn what
be 1s expected to do with the blots, and that an initial orienta~ion

renders the first card productions more comparable to the

pther nine.
The design of the present study is an experimental one,
!With a control group of children being given the Rorschach Test
!Without the trial blot and an experimental group given the test
lWith Ford's trial blot precseding the first Rorschach card.

The

!primary purpose is to shed light on the value of the F'orC! trial
~lot

~o

method of administering the Rorschach Test to young children.

date, the method has not been subjected to similar objective

scrutiny.
A secondary aim ot the study is to contribute normative1

1 The term normAtive is to be applied to the present

•

data an the responses 01" the average
Rorschach Test.

s~ven-year-old

child on the

The entire population of seventy-two children

will be selected with this aim in mind.

By using normative selec-

tion criteria, it is hoped that valuable normative data might also
emerge from the study.

The amount of' such data wUI depend upon

the results of the statistical analysis of the data gathered trom
the control and experimental groups.

Should there be no statisti-

cally significant differences between the two groups receiving the
different administrations on the various quantitative scoring
elements of the Rorschach Test, then the two groups could be considered homogeneous and be merged into a fairly large group of
seven-year-old children with normative characteristics.
study as descriptive of the averaee seven-year-old in terms 01"
intelligence urban socio-economic background, and behaVioral
school adjus~ment. Since the seventy-two subjects were sele.ted
under these criteria they should not be taken as a strictly representative sample
the universe of American seven-year-olds.

01
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CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF THE RELATED LITERATURE
Although the Rorschach Test has been used with American
children for little more than a decade, a considerable literature
has grown up within this new,t1eld.

A number ot studies have al-

ready been carried out wh1ch have demonstrated that the Rorschach
method need not be restricted to adult subjects and that Rorschach
protocols of children are potentially valuable to clinic1ans.
Even a brief survey of the findings of previous studies

ot children's Rorschach responses serves to highlight certain general trends related to children's maturational levels of development.

'he discovery that the young child's Rorschach record dif-

fers considerably trom that ot the average adult has emphasized
the need for children·s records to be evaluated in the light of
different standards or norms.

The a1m of the large majority of

the studies to date has been to contribute bases for these new
standards.

Unfortunately, most ot the stUdies have focused their

attention on rather select groups of children rather than on normative populations.
A review of the important studies on the Rorschach method

with children not only pOints up the special problems involved

6
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in using the Rorschach Test with

ch1ld~ent

but also makes apparent

the difficulties met in attempting to integrate the previous research.

Differences in age level and intelligence of the subjects

end variations of administration procedures are to be found.

The

quantitative data reported from these studies are not necessarily
comparable, and, basic differences in the respective samples of
children studied must constantly be kept in mind.

Due to the var-

iations in scope of the reported studies, they are grouped below
according to their developmental, normative, or specialized characteristics.
Developmental Studies
Developmental trends have been found in the Rorschach
patterns of Children of different ages.

Rorschach workers, in at-

tempting to identify and desoribe these general trends, have examined the records of heterogeneous groups of children.
In studYing the Rorschach records of 20; preschool chil ....
dren ranging in ale from two to seven years, Klopfer and Margulies
(29.7) found three successive "stages" in the Rorschach patterns
of this age range.

The authors termed the first stage, found pri-

marily in the two-year-old child, "magic repetition," wherein the
child simply repeats some word in response to each card t disregarding the differences among the cards.

The second stage, generally

occurring in children between three and five years of' age, was
found to be characterized by "magic key" responses, in which the
child rejects seemingly uninteresting cards and responds to cer-

8

tain others by repeating a set word or phrase.

In this second

stage, improved attention to particular cards is noted, together
with indications of crude perceptual differentiation.

The final

stage is reached by the rive-year-old, in Which the child perceives and gives sufficient attention to each card so as to give
a variety of responses.
The number of responses made to the cards by these very
young Children increased with the child's age.

An average of

eight responses was given at the two to three-year level, twelve
at the three to four-year level, sixteen at the tour to five-year
level, and eighteen at the five to six- and seven to eight-year
levels.

Form accuracy was also found to increase with age.

refusals or rejections decreased with age.

Card

Though a rew pure

color responses were present, the very young children studied gave
few movement or color responses.
It should be pointed out that the above study was not
normative, since its subjects were in most instances or superior
mental ability or from higher than average socio-economic backgrounds.

This investigation, however, wa.s one of the first to

describe the difficulties entailed in administering the Rorschach
Test to young children.

The young children were found to require

continued encouragement as well as patIently employed and Individualized motivating techniques for them to persevere in the task.
Their very limited attention spans had also to

be~recognized

and

it was sometimes found necessary to allow the child periods of

•
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relaxation during the test.
Kay and Vorheus (27) also examined records of preschool
children, with a view toward ascertaining developmental factors to
be found in the Rorschach responses of young children.

The data,

collected by other workers, were based on the Rorschach responses

ot 138 children ranging in age trom two years to six years, eleven
months.

The data available on the intelligence ot these children

were said to be inadequate and were, therefore, not reported.

The

authors described the results ot their analysis ot the records in
terms of apparent developmental trends through early childhood.
The number of responses were found to increase with age.

The num-

ber ot deta.il and popular responses also increased with age.

Re-

jections, perseveration, and arbitrary responses decreased with
age, while the quality of torm and whole responses improved with
the child's increasing age.
A year later, Vorhaus (43) reported her findings based
on a further examination of these 138 records.

In this study, she

focused on location categories, form. level, and content. She
found the young child's use ot details to be closely related to
his interests, mental maturity, and ability to organize.

Also

tound important to the child's eliCiting detail responses were the
size and color of pertinent blot areas as well as the degree of
ease with which details could be segregated from the Whole blot.
Perseveration tendencies were found to be limited to the last thre
chromatic cards.

10
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In a study by Paulsen (33),

~he

Rorschach records of

eighty-two first-grade children ranging in age from five years
eleven months to six years ten months were collected.

The IQ

range in this sample ot children was 69 to 129 for the forty-seven
girls, with a mean of 97.7, and 71 to 120 for the thirty-five
boys, with a mean of 98.2.

The average number of responses of

these children to the Rorschach cards waS fifteen.

No further

data were reported in terms of the means of other categories.

A

large majority of these children displayed an extraversial M to
Sum

C ratio.

The quality of form and Whole responses, the number

of human and animal movement responses, the number of form-color,
human, and popular responses were found to be positively related
to intelligence.
~oundf
~ound

Not only were no significant sex differences

but the individual differences within

8

sex group were

to be greater than d itferences between the sex groups.
The findings of Davidson and Klopfer's early report (17)

surveying the literature in child Rorschach studies in America and
abroad have been in the main corroborated by the more recent developmental studies.
~ote

The authors, who were among the first to

that children tend to give fewer responses to the Rorschach

than do adultst then pointed out the tendency that children give
an increased number of organized whole and human movement responses with increasing aget with a decreasing number of pure color
r:-esponses.
Hertz and Ebert (25) studied the Borschach records ot

•

242 six-year-old and 208

eight-year-ol~

11

children, concentrating on

the manner of approach of these age levels.

The mean IQ of the

six-year-old group was 117; the mean IQ of the eight-year-old
group was 124.

The authors found that the six-year-old children

more characteristically responded to the whole blot area, often
uncritically, while the eight-year-old children showed ability to
analyze the wpole into its more obvious detailed fea.tures, in addition to being able to embrace the whole blot somewhat less
crudely.

Forty-one per cent of the responses of the six year

group were wholes, whereas only twenty-seven per cent of the responses of the eight year group were wholes.

Details comprised

thirty-nine percent of the responses for the younger group and
fifty-two per cent of the responses of the eight-year-Olds.

Small

and unusual details made up seventeen per cent of the responses of
both groups.

White space comprised two per cent of the responses

at the six year level and four per cent of the responses at the
eight-year level.
A study by Kary Ford (12), one of AmerIca's pioneer investigators in the field of chIld Rorschach records, analyzed the
Rorschach protocols of 123 children ranging in age from three to
eight years, with twenty-three ot the children at the seven-year
level.

The 123 subjects ranged in IQ from 90 to 1"', with a mean

IQ of 124.3, and a standard deviation of 14.20.
Fordts administration followed that prescribed by Rorschach, with two important modifications because of the young age

.12
of the sub3ects.

In

8

preliminary inv,stlgatIon, Ford found that

young chIldren frequently and excessively occupy themsel•• s during
the test with gross manual manipulations of the Rorschach cards.
To remedy this tendency, the chIldren were given the blots with
the explicit instructions "You hold it this way" (12:18) upon
their first attempt to turn one.

And though this obviated blot

rotation, it dId not appear to decrease significantly the number
of responses the child would give as compared to the number of re.
sponses given by other children ot comparable age not so limited.
The second tmportant modification, and one which raised
a question basiC to the present investIgation, was that

or

intro-

dUCing the children to the Rorschach Test with a homemade standard
achromatic practice or trial blot, Which was thought to serve well
as a nonverbal orientation to the child, eliminating the need for
lengthy preliminary verbal instructions.

The child, it was felt,

could quickly learn what was expected of him during this initial
practice period.

The setting was arranged to secure maximum co-

operation of the child.

Records were later scored using adult

norm., though this was recognized as undesirable.
A more detailed description of Ford's findings with regard to her seven-year-old subjects will be round in the chapter
on the analysis ot the data.
Normative Studies
Many studies have been conducted using the Rorschach
method with chlldrenwhich have been presumed to be normative in

.. 13
design.

However, these studies have

v~ry

f'requently dealt with

groupS ,of' children which were highly select in intelligence or in
socio-economic status.
One such study, conducted by Swift (38), gathered Rorschach records of' eighty-two preschool ohildren ranging in age
from three years one month to six years four months.

The IQ range

of these chlldren was 92 to 16;, with a mean of 124.6.
ity of the children were from "protessional" homes.

The major-

Though the

study was classified by the author as normative, the children comprising it were admitted to be a "sophisticated group." The median number of responses tor the group was eleven, with a range
from one through twenty-two.

The ma30rity 01" the responses were

given on colored cards.

'~ole

responses predominated, with little

use of deteil reported.

Pure torm responses were also high, with

tew movement or shad ing responses occurring.
ceeded human responses.

Blood end f'ire responses appeared in six-

teen per cent of' the records.
ses was 2.02.

Animal res pons es ex-

The mean number of popular respon-

Categories f'ound to be positively related to chron-

ological age were:

animal per cent, movement responses, and the

number of' popular responses.
to mental age weres

Categories found positively related

percentage of' whole responses, percentage of'

torm-determined responses and popular responses.

S.ign1f'icant sex

differences at the five per cent level ot confidence were found in
the number 01" form-color responses elicited (higher in girls), animal responses (more in boys), plant and object responses (higher

14
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number ot plants in boys, higher number.ot objects in girls), number of rejections (tewer in boys), percentage of details (higher
in girls), and percentage of responses to the last three cards
(higher for girls).

Oddly, rejections were found more frequently

with older children.

Parts of humans and animals also were more

frequent in the older group (38s80-82).
Switt introduced her subjects to the test"rather unconventionally, with her initial instructions beginning ttl have aome
funny pictures to show you" (38,75).
objected to the use of the term
sterials.)

(Many Rorschach workers have

p19~U:'s

in describing the blot

Another administrative procedure used by SWift, which

has received wider acceptance, was that of an immediate inquiry,
wherein the child's full response to a blot was immediately followed by an inquiry about the perception or perceptions elicited.
his latter adjustment was made to avoid presenting the series of
blots to the cnild a second time, a procedUre frequently found to
be annoying or confusing to the young child by previous workers.
Keyer and Thompson (32) have publis hed a summary of the
results of a normative study of kindergarten children.

The aver

age of the children in the study was five years nine months.

The

san IQ of the group was 103, and the socio-economic background of
the subjects was estimated to be somewhat higher than average.
The median number of responses of this group of children
was fifteen.

Per cent of whole responses was 48.9, per cent of

usual detail responses 39.5.

Unusual details made up 11.8 per

16
•

sponses predominated (77.63 per cent),

~ut

each child gave at

least one whole response (average 35.88 per cent).

Human movement

comprised 6.84 per cent of the determinants, anlma1 movement averaged 15.1; per cent and inanimate movement 1.23 per Qent.
was rarely used.

OVer fifty per cent of the children gave one or

more form-color responses (mean 4.88 per cent).
ses averaged

Shading

Color-form respon

4.35 per cent ot th, records, but no pure color re-

sponses occurred • Pure form responses totaled 60.62 per cent.
OVer half of the responses were an1ma1, and 13.66 per cent were of
human content.
In sum, Carlson found the Rorschach records of eight-

year-olds to be quite variable and replete with deViations from
adult expectancies.
Thetford, Kolish, and Beck (39), in a research project
of the Michael Reese hospital in Chicago, collected and analyzed
the Rorschach records of
~he

.0

155 children in Chicago Public Schools.

children comprising this normative study were first screened
as to be of normal 1ntel1igence, free from overt behavior prob-

lems discernible by their teachers, and of average academic
achievement.

Intelligence ratings were based on scores from dit-

raring tests given in the schools and a mean IQ for the group was
not reported.

The children studied were of three age groups, pre-

sumed to be the three important growth periods in childhood.

The

first group ranged in age from six to nine years, the second from
~en

to thirteen years, and the third from fourteen to seventeen

dard deYiation of
inated.

,.92.

.2l
Usual detail location categories predom-

Only halt the group gaye any movement responses, end sha-

d tng was yery rarely used.
were 01' pure torm.

,

OVer tifty per cent at the responses

Form was used rather crudely, boweyer, with

sixty-four per cent scored lIinus.

These subjects were round to be

more responsive to chromatic than to achromatic cards.
t-esponses exceeded

tOftl

Pure color

color and oolor form combined, with color

naming responses used quite frequently.
were glY8n by tbe older girls.

More popular responses

Perseveration 1n responses oc-

curred at all 8ges.
Negro chIldren heve been studied by Sunne (3" end by
N. Kerr (46).

Surme', study had a sociological orlentstlon, in

that it compared the Rorschach re.pomes of white, Negro, and
mountain children.

Kerr studied sixty Negro children ranging in

age trom three to nine years, wttb a mean Binet IQ at 103.2 (SD
Though his Negro group was tound to utilize all the cherac-

4.2).

terlstle types of response. that white chIldren

or

comparable age

utilize, with. certain qualltattft improvements with increaSing
productivity was not found to lnorease with ace.

ag~

Detail responses

were given with greater frequenc, than whole responses.

Animal

movement and animal content exceeded human movement and human content.

Shading

W8S

seldom used.

Troup (13) tested twenty-two pairs of Identical twins In
the sixth, ,eventh, and eighth grades,
sets

or

~

retested ten of these

twins a year later on the Rorschach Test.

She found that

4
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tempt was made to verify this by way or controlled experimental
observation.
One other worker, Mary Ford (12118), favors a trial blot
administration, but for different reasons.

Ford used the same

homemade symmetrical achromatic blot with 123 children to serve
as a "nonverbal orientation" to the task for her young subjects.
Making use of the common observation that children are easily distracted and are apt to tire of a task requiring sustained attention, Ford concluded that it was essential to get the test under
way as quickly as possible and that lengthy instructions or explanations were undeSirable.

It was toward this end that she in-

troduced her subjects to the test by way of a practice blot.

As

with Hertz, no attempt was made to validate its usefulness through
a controlled study.
Validation and Reliability Studies
The measuring of the valIdity and reliability of the
Rorschach Test is a critical issue and one beset with specIal
problems.

The subtlety of the test, with its underlying global

interpretative prinCiples, does not well lend itself to the usual
validity and reliability measures.
Validation Studies
To verify that the Rorschach Test validly assays personality factors it purports to measure, studies have been done comparing subjects' Rorschach performances with other source material
on the subject"

personalities.

The bulk of these external val-
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competent judges in matching chart out11pes of Rorschach interpretations and case history materials for twenty-five cases.
There have been frequent but generally unsuccessful attempts to validate the Rorschach Test as a whole against results
of other psychological tests.

However, specific scoring elements

of the test have been found to relate closely with other measures.
~ertz

(24), working with adolescent subjects, found high correla-

tions between Allport's Ascendance-Submission scores and Rorschach
~xtratensive-introversive

types.

Vernon (42) made blInd estimates

pi IQ from subjects' Rorschach records which correlated .18 with
~inet

IQts.
Reliability SttXiies
Reliability studies of the Rorschach Test, which attempt

to gauge the consistency of stabilIty of a subject's performance
pn the test, have been carried out employing, for the most part,
pne of two major techniques:

test-retest or split-half methods.

The test-retest method is said by Piotrowski (34) to be
\,ohe only satisfactory method, despite interim personality changes
effecting the scores.

M. Kerr (28), using this method with chil-

dren, with a year elapSing between the first

an~

second tests,

round moderate to low reliability coeffieients (.00 to .74) be ...
~ween

major scoring elements.

~tflcients

Swift (36) found reliability co-

to decrease with increasing time intervals between test

and retest of preschool children.
~f

A mean reliability coefficient

.76 obtained atter a two week lapse dropped to .30 after a ten

.26
month interval.

Fosberg (18), however,. found that varying time

intervals between test administrations do not appreciably affect
Rorschach scores.
The split-half method has been applied by Vernon (40,
41) and found wanting (mean coefficient

.54), although Hertz

(20)

found relatively high reliabllitles with the method (median coefficient .83) with the records of three hundred junior high
school students.

As has been pointed out (1:18), the split-half

method is not appropriately used with the Rorschach Test, in that
the ten Rorschach blots are deSigned to produce varying types of
responses t hs.lf of which cannot justifiably be compared with the
other half.
Summary
It is extremely difficult to summarize and integrate the
findings of the already impressive literature in the field of
children t • Rorschach responses.
not yet passed.

The pioneer stage of research is

However, certain findings sbout children's respoD

ses have been fairly well SUbstantiated.
Probably the most lJlportant and fundamental of these
findings is the discovery that children's records, even those of
children as young as two years, reflect rapidly evolving trends
related rather clearly to the child ts len1 of developnent.

From

our knowledge of children, these trends seem very much in line
with what might be expected were Rorschachts own interpretative
prinCiples for adult records

theoretically prOjected backward

p
into the area of the child's personality and mental approach.
The slow development of well-articulated whole responses, with the
corresponding emphasis on usual or large detail responses is not
surprising in terms of Rorschach's theory.

Nor is the slow ev-

olution of movement responses, with animal movement predominating,
unexpected when interpreted as due to the child's lesser degree of
internal control over instinctual strivings.

The very slow re-

finement in and control over color responses also relates well
with our knowledge that children are stimulated greatly by their
external enVironment, while not being sufficiently capable of accepting it critically, USing a well integrated system of internalized values.

The generally high amount of pure form responses

found would have been more difficult to foresee, but this. finding
might be related to the child's inability to verbalize adequately
and fully about and defend his perceptions.
Special problems found in testing young children have
given rise to new administrative methods such as those incorporating the performance and inquiry phases into one examination of
the blot,

8S

well

8S

plified instructions.

the use of a trisl or practice blot and simThe methods are pragmatic and used without

doing obvious violence to the theory underlying the test.
The most apparent need at present in the use of the test
is that of norms.

Only one known study has made use of a truly

normative population of seven-year-old children.

Other studies,

though ambitious and valuable, have not given sufficient emphasiS

•

CHAPTER III
DESIGN OF THE RESEARCH
The primary purpose of the present investigation, as was
previously mentioned, is to attempt to evaluate Ford's trial blot
method of administering the Rorschach Test to young children, via
an experimental approach.
is as follows:

The principal hypothesis to be tested

Ford's trial blot administrative procedure with

children does appreciably influence the Rorschach Test productions
of young children, in the direction of rendering their protocols
richer in the quantity of Bearable material by better orienting
them to the task.

A secondary aim of the study 1s to contribute

normative data on the Rorschacb Test with seven-year-olds.
In order to test the above hypothesis effectively, mat~ational

factors must be considered.

Previous workers have found

that the rapid development of children is reflected in their Ror_chaCh responses, and that even a yearls dUferenee results in
~ajor

changes in the pattern of responses.

~dvisable

It was therefore

deem~

to select children within a relatively narrow chronolog-

ical age range and, for reasons largely arbitrary, seven-year-old
children were chosen.
To rulfUl the reqUirements called for in the secondary
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purpose of the study, that of

contrlbu~ing

clinically useful data

on the Rorschach method with average seven-year-old children, it
was necessary to a1m the selection of the sample at the typical
child of seven.

To accomplish this, three additional selection

criteria were established:
1) All the children selected must be of middle range
intelligence.
2) All the children selected must be from schools in
middle-class neighborhoods.
3} All the ohildren selected mus t be tree from overt

personality disturbances.

A total population ot seventy-two seven-year-old children, thirty-tour boys and thirty-eight girls, all conforming to
the above mentioned oriteria, was finally selected.

This popula-

tion was divided equally into two groups of thirty-six children
each.

The one group would constitute the experimental group and

would be given the Rorschach Test immediately following the use ot
Ford's trial blot.

The other group would constitute the control

group and be given the Rorschach Test without benefit of the Ford
blot.
~8tched

Each child in the experimental or trial blot group was
as closely as pOIsible with a child in the control group

in regard to chronological age, intelligence quotient, and sex.

1

Subjects
The subjects of the present study were all second grade

groups.

1 See Garrett

(7:2ll~214)

on method of equivalent

flupI1s ot two publIc and two parish

gr~de
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schools 1.n Chicsgo,

ranging in chronologIcal age trom seven years one month to seyen
These schools were chosen prime.rl1y because

years ele..n months.

their student populations ...re ot m.1ddle c18ss Jocio-econanlc hOlle

backgrounds.
Atter over-age and under-ag. children in the 8chools'
second graa. classes were e11m!neted, IntorlMtlon supplied by the

classroom teachers was used to screen out chIldren wlth apparent
The children's teachers were given 8
checklist of behavior sympttB8 2 tor eech chlld. 10 chua receivpersonality disturbances.

ing an excessl". number ot points on tbls checklist .as accepted
tOl'

the stud,..

(The n'tlRber consldered "excessive"

1fU

determined

by placing the nUllber ot points t it any t each child received into

a frequency distribution with those received by the rest of his
elassllates.
no cbUd

Then

8

cut-ott point or crittcal score, above which

ft8 Adm! tted

to the

ienced faculty adviser.)

I

tud,. t was determined by an exper-

In addition, an1 child not passing cer-

tain "stop questions" was not included.

'l'hetu. questions inquired

as to whetber or not his .eneral behavior was found aoceptable to
ordinal', school Itandards or whether he

wa. of serious concern to

the teaoher due to markedl, 8glre'sive or withdrawn

be~v1or.

the remaining children who lurvlftiJ the age ana behavior
screening were then giY8n the Kuhlmann-Anderson Intelligence Test

2 ae. Appendix II, pase 78.
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(48) in small groups.

Only those chilgren whose intelligence quo-

tients so determined were found to fall between 8, and 11, were
admitted to the subsequent Rorschach Test.
After the above sereening process was completed at each
school, the remaining children were paired and matched in terms of
sex, and as closely as

pO$~ible,

and intelligence quot.1ent.

in terms of chronological age

'rha resulting matched groups were then

arbitrarily assigned to be segments of the control and experimental groups respectively.

'rhe differences between the mean ages

and mean IQts for the two groups were tested for significance by
USing the! statistic.

'rhis was done for the groups at each

school and for the groups as a whole. No statistically significan
differences occurred. 3 The Rorschaoh Test waS then administered
to each chUd t those in the experimental group receiving the trial
blot administration, and those in the control group receiving an
equivalent administration without the trial blot being used.
Setting
Certain standards of the testing environment were considered essential.

In all eases privacy was afforded.

The rooms

in which the test was given varied in physical arrangement, but in
all cases they were free of distracting elements.

The child, who

had some familiarity with the examiner through the preliminary
Kuhlmann-Anderson group testing, was called from the classroom
•

i

3 See Table I, page 33.

.
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TABLE I
MEAN AGE AND INTELLIGENCE OF SEVENTY-TWO SEVEN-lEAR-OLD
CHILDR't,1f WITH CRITICAL RATlOO OF THE RESULTANT
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE corrrROL AND
RXPERIMEN! AL GROUPS

.ean
School

Index

N

I

1

2

CA·
IQ

OA

IQ

3

CA

4

CA
OA

Total,

IQ
IQ

IQ

..

18
14
18

Trial blot Non-trial
group
blot group

SD

2.08
5'.99
2.81

89.33
102.44

88.78
102.44

91.14
102.43

10;.14

4.;.t

89.00

2.76
6.36
3.;0

89.22

89.;7

102.00

101.;6

22

91.18
104.00

91.00
10;.09

72

90.11
103.00

89.67
103.;0

j

P

.5'6

<.5'0

:3i

<.;0

< .;0
1.03 < .10
1.11 < .10
.17 < .SO
.1; <.;0
<.so
.00

;.~

.65'

.40

<.;0

<.;0

Age in months •

~~~

~

LOYOLA
UNIVERSITY

~\

~.tA10RIAL u~

,
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(in the lArge majority of instances in.the morning hours) and
asked to accompany the examiner to the examining room wherein was
found a table and two chairs.

General friendly conversation was

held with the child on the way to the examining room and following his being seated next to the examiner.

Most of the children

seemed to shed any previously present fearfulness or ceution in
response to the examiner's casual approach.
Adminis tra tl on
Following the example 01' previous workers with the Rorschach Test with children, some administration modifications were
considered necessary.

Brief, simplified instructions were used,

and these were based on those found previously advantageous by
other workers (1, 2,12, 38).

Also, the inquiry phase of the ad-

minIstration, wherein the child is asked to clarify his original
conception of the blot materiel, was combined with the performance
phase, and inquiries tor elaboration were made immediately following the child's rul1 response to each card.

this latter method

seemed to be usetul in that, while not seeming to significantly
alter the basic administration theory of the test, it allowed the
examiner to display more immediate interest in the chi1d t s responses and to add to the child's motivat10n through the test.

Also,

less time elapsed between the 1nitial concept verbalization and
its elaboration, which made less demand on the young child's memory for past perceptions.

Initially engaging the child in friend-

ly conversation seemed to hasten the establishment of necessary

),
rapport.

These changes of

administrat~on

were consistently used

with all the chIldren comprising the study and t except for th$use
of the trial blot with the experimental group, both administrations were as equivalent as possible in a projective test.
Once adequate rapport seemed established, the examiner
said "I have something to show you" (12:18) and the ·initial card
(the trial blot for the experimental group children and the first
Rorschach card for the control group children) was handed to the
child with the question "What could this be?" (12:18).

In cases

where the child hesitated for more than ten seconds, the additional question ttWbat does it look like to you?" (12:18) was asked.
When a child refused a cerd or said he didn't know what it might
be, he was encouraged with either or both of the following:

"Most

children see something" (2:4) and ItI want to know what this might
look like to you." (1:26)

After the child seemed to have discon-

tinued responding to a blot, be was asked t'Is that all?" (12:19),
ttWhen you have finished, give it to me tt (12:19). If only one response was given, the child was asked "Anything else?
me some others?" or "Can you give me some more?"
couragement was used only after cards one and two.

Can you gi

This type of enFollowing each

full response to a card, the inquiry phase was begun immediately
by the examiner, sharing a view of the card with the child, saying
ttI want to see just what you saw.
"Put your finger on tbe

It

Where is the

(1:26).

?ft (12: 20) or

According to need, and as

an inquiry into possible determinants used other than form, one or
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"Tell me more about
•

more of the following questions were asked.
the

"

minded you ot a
(1:27)

"What made you think ot

(38:7~).

•

1"

1"

"What re-

"How could you tell it was a

1"

In cases in which the child would ask the examiner about

the adequacy of his concept with such a question as "Does it look
like a

1" his question was reterred back to him by saying

"Yes, it could be a

Where it proved necessary to

"(1126).

discover whether a whole animal or an animal detail (or whole human or human detail) was seen, a question such as "Do you see just
the (doggie's) (head)?" was asked of the child.
No time limit was imposed.
of the subject.s reaction time

and

However, a complete record

response time was recorded.

Rotation of cards was permitted and even encouraged once begun,
but no suggestion was made to the child that he might tttrn the
card.
The trial blot used was a photographed copy of Ford's
~lot

(12:19), mounted to resemble the Rorschach plates.

4

Atter the full response to the final card was eliCited,
th.e child was given a view of all ten (or eleven in the case of
the experimental group) cards and asked to point out the one be
;Liked best and the one be liked least.

With this step completed t

the child was returned to his classroom and his record was con~ldered

complete.

4 See Appendix III, page 80.

The protocols were scored
egorIes and scoring principles.

us~ng

437
Klopfer's scoring cat-

ThIs was done despite it being

recognIzed that Klopfer did not base his scoring method on children's protocols.

Populars, therefore, as dId most other elements

in the protocols, had to be scored according to adult norms.
Test Rattonale and Scoring
The aim of the Rorschach Test is to elicit from a subject unique pro3ections of his own personalIty, rather than spec1flc react10ns to pre-structured situations sought by so-called objective tests of personality.
~ware

The subject, being generally un-

of the degree to wh1ch his ink: blot evalua.tions reveal hIs

~ntellectual

and personalIty characteristics, 1s usually able to

relate himself freely and naturally to the blot material in a per~lssive

atmosphere, without recourse to preconceived ideas of the

~dequacy

or inadequacy of his responses in the test.

The subject's

reactIon to the blots has been found to be similar to the way he
reacts to his environment and attacks his lite problems (9:202).
The ten standard Rorschach plates are seven inch by nIne
and one-half inch white cards with a symmetrical ink blot on each.
rhe cards are numbered consecuti vel 1 fran I through X and are to be
presented in order.
9re achromatIc.

The first, fourth, fifth, Sixth, and seventh

The second, third, eighth, ninth, and tenth are

t!hromatlc.
InterpretatIons of the subject's collectIve responses to
~he

ten Rorschach cards are based on the pattern of these respon-
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sese

Isolated responses are viewed as .part of a constellation,

and such things as the amount ot the blot area used, the form
level at the concept evoked, the use of color, shading, and projected movement are seored and then interpreted in the light of
their quanti tat1ve and qualitative interrelated oharacteristics.
In order to depart from atomistic evaluations of the records
toward a global interpretative deSign based on the subject's whole
ersonality, a system of ratios and percentages of scoring eleused to aid the interpreter.
Scoring is done in three main categories:

the location

concept in the blot, the d,term1nant or major element 1ft
conoept was formed, and the Qonteg$ or what is seen in the
Scoring symbols with their most specific meanings (acto Klopfer and Kelley, 9) attaching to Major location catare as follows:

W, responses to the blot as a wbole; )f,

esponses omitting minor parts of the whole blot and not omitting
er one-third of the whole; W,S, whole blot with white space used;
W, detail interpreted with its meaning carried over into whole
interpretation without justification; D, large usual detail;
laree detail used with white space; d, small usual detail;
d, tiny detail; de, edge detail; di, inside detail, dr, rare cominetions of detail; S, white space; SD, white space used with
arge detail.
Searing symbols and their most specific mean1ngs attach-

)9

ing to major determinant categories

ar~

as follows:

H, figures in

humen-like action; FM, animals in animal-like action; m, abstract
or inanimate movement; k, toned-down shading as e three dimensional expanse projected on a two dimensional plane (e.g., an x-rey);
K, shading as diffusion (e.g., smoke, clouds), FK, shading as
three dimensional expanse in vista or perspective; F t torm only,
not enlivened; Fc, shading as surface appearance or texture, differentiated; c, shad ing as texture, und ifferentia ted; Ct, achromatic surface color; FC, definite form with bright color;

cr,

bright color with indefinite form; C, color only.
Scoring symbols and their most specific meanings attaching to major content categories are as follows:

H, human figures;

Hd, parts of human figures, not anatomical; At animal figures; Ad,
parts of living animals, Aobj, fur skins, animal skulls and the
like; At, human anatomy; Obj, all types of man-made objects; N,
nature; Geo, topographical and outline maps and geographical concepts; Arch, various types of architecture; and Pl, plants.
In addition, responses are scored popular (P) if they
~orrespond

to a prescribed blot area using the determinant and con-

tent which heve been found to be very commonly used by clinically
~ormal

adult subjects.

~orschaeh

There are ten such popular concepts in the

series of ten blots (9:179-181).

CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS OF THE DATA
The data collected from the seventy-two Rorschach protocols of the seven-year-old children in the study are analyzed
in terms of means and percentages in the various quantitative
scoring categories ot Bruno Klopfer (9).

Chi square, with the

Yates correotion applied in all instances (10:207), was used to
calculate the significance of the differences between the experimental (trial blot) group and the control (non-trial blot) group
tor each respective scoring category.
It is recognized that this emphasis on quantifying the
results ot the Rorschach Test does some violence to the established global interpretative theory ot the test, wherein individual protocols are to be interpreted by making use ot discovered
interrelationships aMong the quantitative and qualitative elements

ot the test protocol.

This kind of emphasis was found necessary

in the present study, however, because of its experimental design
which called for cons iderable quantification, and due to the need
to make comparisons with the findings of other investigators who
use this quantitative approach.
40
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inspection of Table 11,1 which summarizes the basic

An

findings of the experiment in terms of mean, standard deviation,
and chi square, shows that no statistically significant differences between the experimental and control groups occur in the
Major sooring oategories.

The findings on the ratio

V

to

Sum C

2

in Table III indicate the presence of a statistically significant
difference in this special area.

In this connection, it might be

noted that chi square values apply to a cutting pOint and not to
the means.

To test the significanoe of a difference between the
two groups, a cut was made at some suitable Icore3 and the number
of cases in each group falling beyong the cut were compared using
chi square.
An examination of Table II seems to indicate co.ntradictory relationships between the mean numbers and mean percentages
tor usual detail and for pure torm.

The mean number of usual de-

tail responses (D, d) and of pure form (F) responses 1s higher in
the non-trial blot group, and yet the mean percentage of these responses is higher in the trial blot group.

This is to be account-

ed for by the fact that certain children in the study used a similar amount 01' a category, but differed individually in the relative use of this category in the percentages of their total
1

Pages 42-43.

2

Page 44.

3 See Appendix IV, page 81.

•

TABLE II
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MEAN NUMBERS PER CENTS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF THE MAJOR
RORSCHACH SdORING ELF1ttSNTS FOR SEVENTY-TWO SEVEN-YEAR-OLD
CHILDREN WITH THE STATISTICAL DEGREES OF DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
THE CONTROL AND EXPERDmNTAL GROUPS USIWG CHI SQUARE

Trial blot group
Category

CA
IQ

Chi
8D

Vean

SD

7-6.11
103.00

2.95

7-'5.67
103.50
19.90
9.56'
17.40"
16.60"

2.82
5.62
8.60
4.32
11.70
9.90

7.86
45.84
9.76
0.97
43.19
1.66
0.39
11.10

3.37
90
2l..24
1.4;
20.10
2.18
0.42
12.20
6.12
16.90
6.00

.;0
.72
.24

0.33
0.99
0.27
1.66
1.62
0.32

1.73
.89
.07

Dd,8~

F

13.18

p+.

89.

Total time

RT (cbr)

RT (ach)

w

w%

D
d

D+d~

Dd

s

5'.08

8.80

4.~6

16. 0
17.20
2.76
25.50
6.21
1.88

22.20

2.52
0.71
11.65

75.~

7.72
17.60
10.40

M
FM

0.47
0.86
0.50

0.69
1.25
0.98

14.26
69.90
96.30
0.2;
0.81
0.47

FC

0.64
0.83
0.11

1.16
0.98
0.32

1.19
1.50
0.11

p~

m

CF

C

(continued)

square•

Mean

19.35
10.66'
19.10"
19.70"
6.36
41.46
8,.32
1.31
48.;'1
1.440.39
10.14

R

Non-trial blot
group

.53

.00
.00

.07
.50
.59
.22
.06
.9"
.0,,/
.26
.00

2.04
.51
.14
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TABIJE II (contiJl,ued)

C

MEAN NUMBERS PER CENTS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF TUE MAJOR
ROHSCHACH S ORmO ELIDITS 'OR SEVENTY-TWO SEVEN-YEAR... OLD
CHILDREN WITH THE STAtISTICAL DEGREES Cf' DlJ')'"ERENCE BETl+m:EN
THE CONTROL AND EXPERlDJr.rAL GROUPS USING CHI SQUARE

Trial blot group

Non-trial blot
group

Category

Kean
C·
c

SD

0.47

1.28

2
0·i
o. 8

O.lX
0.;

1t
A

A$

H

H!C
p
p~
~

8.9,lo,c

Rejections

7.78
44.67
2.;0
13.30

11.3;

2.;6
14.70

1.~
11.·

l·ro0
33.
0.39

4.70

ao_to
2. 0

w ()x) >U
•

Uean

0.64
0.,0

0.42

8.)4-

Chi
square •
SD

1,,08

0.76

0.76
~.80

1.64

3:~

.00

44.90
2.00

1 .60

8.1;

1.90
9.9;

2.44

2.76
7.30

.89
.06
1.73
.08
.86

1.25

8.00

13.30
2.36
35.20

10.10

2.24

1.08

0.39

0.31

0.70

.00

1.43
.14

With one degr•• ot freedom, chi square must reach
.0; level.

3.84 to be significant at the
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TABLE III.
INTROVERSIAL, AMBIEQUAL, A.ND EXTRAVERSIAL RATIO MEAN
PERCENTAGES FOR SEVENTY-TWO SEVEN-YEAR-OLD CHILDREN
WITH THE STA!ISTICAL DEGREES OF' DIFFERENCE BETVlEEN
THE CONTROL AND EXPERIMENTAL GROUPS USING CHI SQUARE

Per cent

ot subjects

Category
Groupe
merged

Chi
square

Trial blot
group

Non-trial
blot group

88.9

81.9

1.52

H+A <Hd+Ad

75.0
22.2
2.8

16.7
1.4

.90

H+A=Hd+Ad

11.1
0.0

.00

58.3
22.2
;.6

83.3
2.8

70.8

.i.t.lQ
.L,gj

0.0

12.5
2.8

13.9

13.9

13.9

.;1
_58

30.6

26.4

.29

FMm )FccC'

22.2
44.4

PMm =FccC'

;.6

33.3
19.4

.53
2.03

FMm:O, FccCt:.O

27.8

16.7

38.9
12.5
22.2

8,9,10~

8,9,10% 30-40

13.9
52.8

33.3
36.1

23.6
44.4

2.77
1.41

8,9,10% < 30

33.3

30.6

31.9

.00

H+A .)H(lt,Ad

• < LC
M}

tc

=

~c

M

M:O,

i,C:0

FMm< FecCt

)40

.72

•

records.
Since only one statistically significant difference occurred, it is reasonably doubtful that this one difference,
standing alone among so many non-significant chi square values,
is truly meaningful, since chance factors could well
operative in producing this one dIfference.

h~ve

been

The apparent intro-

versial tendency in the trial blot group was not borne out by chi
square calculBtions on two other formulas 4 which also measure introversial and extratensive tendencies, nor were there significant
differences between the categories which go to make up the ratio.
However, there is some evidence that the trial blot group was generally less outwardly responsive and cons is tently more responsive
inwardly, and perhaps sIgnIficantly so, when pertinent indices are
considered.

The non-trial blot group uses color to a greater ex-

tent and has a hIgher Sum C _an, whereas the trial blot group
uses movement to a greater extent and shows conSistently a stronger introversial pattern in the ratios measuring this.
This analysis of the data collected from the Rorschach
records ot the seven-year-old children receiving the trial blot
administration and those receiving the non-trial blot administration appears to disprove the original hypotheSiS that the trial
blot tends to influence very appreciably the responsiveness of
seven-year-old Children.

There is little objective evidence here

4 Table ITI, page 44.

•

obtained which suggests that the use ot the trial blot helps the
examiner cast the projected personality patterns of these children
into clearer perspective or relief.

On

the contrary, there is

same evidence that the trial blot depresses outward responsiveness
and the use of shading.

And though it is difficult to evaluate

fully the trial blot's possible nonverbal orientation or rapportinducing value with individual seven-year-olds from such quantitative analysis, the trial blot administration with the average
child this age does not appear to be advantageous.
ognized ;1ne £Yi

~

The long rec-

of establishing a friendly, non-anxiety-pro-

~uc1ng

testing relationship seems to be the most important single

~actor

involved for an adequate introduction of the child to the

~est.

In addition to the necessary testing relationship is the
for simplified and brief instructions which move the child of

need
~even

rather directly into the task of evaluating the Rorschach

blots, vd. thout recourse to preliminary am often lengthy explanations or demonstrations of how ink blots are made and the like.
One of the clearest subjective impressions of the writer based on
~is

experience of testing these seventy-two Children with the Ror-

schaoh Test was their general readiness to set about telling what
the blots "looked like" after only the briefest introductory renarks by the examiner.

The previously described combination of

the performance and inquiry phase of the administration also appeared to have considerable merit in allowing the examiner to c181'~fy

and display more immediate interest in the child's productions

•

and in making a lesser demand upon

th~
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youngster's memory 01' past

perceptions.
Slnce tor all praotioal purposes the two groups of children receiyIng the d1ttering administrations were not found to
dirter signlficantly with respeot to quantl.tlable Rorschach. 'fest
scoring elements, and since both groups of seven-year-old s were
originally selected under normative crIteria t tbe two groups were

accordingly aerged t thereby becoming a siaable population 01' sevent,-two seven-rear-old children, wIth a _an age ot seven years
six months and

It

mean lOot 103.29.

Though no known published stud ies 01" seyen-year-old

children's Rorschacb Test responses are strictly comparable to the
present one in the normative sense because ot population differences, a comparison 01' the tind ings of s1milar stwles w1tb the
present one wl11 be made.

Unfortunately, the populatlons ot sev-

en-year-old chlldren studled by most previous worker. beve been
those ot superior intelligence end of upper level socio-economic
backgrounds.

However, some value m.ight be derived from examining

these studies and taking note of tbe more apparent trends which

are seemingly related to the dtrtering populatIon characteristics
within the seven year age level.
The tindings of the present stud), are 3uxtaposed with
the prevIous Rorschach studtes of the seven-year-old child'

,

See Table IV, page 48.

or
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TABLE IV

.

A Cc:lI!PARISON OF THE PRESENT RORSCHACH STUDY OF SEVEN-YEAR-OLD
CHILDREN WITH THE STOD lES OF LEDWITHhJt.fES AND FORD,
AND KLoPFER'S ESTIMATES FOR NO
A ULTS

A

Mean for seven-year-olds
Category

R
W

W%

D+d

D+d~

Dd
S

Dd,S~

Setze
(5 72)

Ledwith
(N 75)

19.62
7.11
43.70
10.18
46.00
1.,5
0.39
10.50

15.60

O.a!
o.

M
PM

0.49

III

0.;0

'K
k
F

0.00
13.72
72.61
92.95
0.35
0.,6
0.92
1.17
0.11
1.86
8.06
44.79
2.25
10.73
2.SO
14.00
0.35

F~
F+~

c
Cf
Fe
CF
C
~C

A

A%

H

H~

P

p%

Rejections
8

b

e

39.60
,8.30

ArIes
(N

50)

18.32
,.16
51.00
7.9441.00
1.,8
0.26
8.00

2.10
1.00
1.~8
1. 6
3.60
0.62
0.30
a
0.30
0.00
7.80,
49.40' ~2.oo
2.00
0.20
b
0.30
0.74
1.00
0.80
1.34
0.20
0.76
1.60
2.89
7.60
56.70 42.00
2.60
14.00
3.70
3.70c

27.00

0.34

Ford

(N 23)
30.60
6.00
22.80
19.30
61.90
4.40
2.40
2.40
0.00
0.70
22.70
73.80
70.20
1.10
1.20
0.70
2.10
15.60
53.00

,.00

16.80
5.40
20.20

0.00

Klopfer
(adult)
20 to 40

20 to 30
45 to 55
less
3 or
less
less
less

than 10
more
than Jl
than 3
than 3

20 to ;0
8, to 100

eC t less than
2 (FC+CF+C)
more than CF+C
less than FC
rare
20 to

35

5 out of 10
less than

4

Ames reports a combined shading mean of 1.14.
Ames reports a mean ot .50 tor her category "elob. It
Those given b,. one out ot every six children.
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Ames (1), Ledwith (31, 47), and Ford (12), as well as with the
esttmetes of Klopfer on the responses of average adults.

Compar-

isons made must be highly qualified, since the respective populations of seven-year-old children in the studies cited d1rfer.
The children studied by Ford and Ames were ot higher intelligence
and socia-economic background than is the average seven-year-old
child.

Ledwith's sample ot seventy-five seven-year-olds is the

most comparable to the present study.

It should also be noted

that the mean number of responses of Ford's twenty-three sevenyear-01ds (30.6) is substantially higher than that reported by
Ames (18.32), Ledwith (15.6), or the present study (19.62).

The

average number of responses in Ford's group tends to heighten her
means within the individual categories out of proportion to the
means reported by other studies on individual categories.
Number

~

ResEonses (D).

The seventy-two subjects ot

the present study gave a total of 1376 responses to the ten Rorschaeb cards.

The range of

responses for the group was six to

fifty-four, with a mean of 19.62.
of 18.32 is in

cl~~e

Ames' mean number of responses

agreement with the present study.

edwith's mean of 15.6 falls somewhat below these.

However,

Ford's high

ean of 30.6 is fer out of agreement with the other studies, end
is perhaps due to peculiarities within her rather small sample of
very intelligent cbildren.
Card refusals were 1nf'requent in the present s tooy,
averaging less than one per child, with 18.05 per cent of the

4

children rejecting one or more cards.

Each card was rejected at

least once, with no card receiving a large preponderance of rejections_

However, cards II and VI were rejected more frequently

than any others.

Cards It V, and VIII were re3ected only once.

In Ames. study, eighteen per cent of the seven-year-olds rejected
one or more of the cards, whereas no child oyer slx years rejected
a card in Ford's group.

No data on rejectlons in Ledwith's study

is available.
Locatlon Categories
The area most frequently chosen by the seven-year-old
children in the present study is that of usual detail (D and d),
which was selected by nearly all of the children (97.2 per cent).
The next highest in frequency is the whole response (W), with all
but one chIld giving at least one W.

Thirty-two per cent of the

children gave white space responses, though the mean number of
these responses is less than one (.39).
aged

Unusual detail (Dd) aver-

1.;5 per child, wIth thirty-nine per cent of the children

giving at least one such response.

Ledwith's study agrees with

the present one in Citing a preponderance of usual detail responses over whole responses.
~es

However, both the studies of Ford and

find a greater proportion of whole responses,

This, taken

with the finding of other workers that whole responses are definitely predominant in the six-year-old but that usual detail responses characterIstically exceed whole responses at the eight,ear level, makes it appear that the seven year age level may

be

•

a borderline age in a developmental trend toward an inoreasing
use of details.
Determinant Categories

la£! (F). The most frequently used determinant categor
in the present study as in those or Ford, Ames, and Ledwith, is
form.

Form responses were given by all the ohildren in this

study, with a mean frequency of 72.61 per cent.

This is consider-

ably greater, than the frequenoies reported by Ames aM Ledwith,
where the F per oent was approximately half of the total responses, but almost identical to Ford's percentage of 13.8.
Form accuracy level (F+) in the present study was based
on a very lenient scoring method in which only extreme and obvious
poor form responses were scored F minus.

This was dOne in lieu of

adequate objective scoring standards for form level evaluation at
this age level.

Furthermore, the frequent use of anatomy and na-

ture-type responses of a seemingly arbitrary charaoter, made the
setting of limits between F plus and F minus with these responses
tenuous.

This no doubt accounts for the high form accuraoy level

of the present study as compared to the studies of Ames and Ford.
Movemel\1t.

Children in the present study gave a mean

number of .36 human movement 0.0 responses, .84 animal movement
(1M) responses, and .49 inanimate movement (m) responses.

AS in

this study. the studies of Ames and Ledwith cite a large average
amount of FIl oftI'M.

Developmental studies find that human and

animal movement responses both tend to increase with the increas-

•

;2

ing age of the chUd, but that human movement tends to overshadow
animal movemeni as ad olescence is approached.

This may account

tor Ford's rather large number of movement responses and equal
number of human and animal movement responses, since the mental
maturity of her subjects is considerably greater than that ot the
average seven-year-old.
Co~or.

The subjects in the present investigation gave

a mean number of .92 torm-color ('C) responses, 1.17 color-torm
(OF) responses, and .11 pure color (C) responses.

Considerable

agreement is tound among the other three studies in regard to the
mean number and pattern of color responses.

Ames, Ford, and the

present study in0icate a predominance ot CF aver FC, a common
fInding for this age level, but Ames and Ford report a somewhat
greater proportIon of C responses than the other two studies.
With regard to the Sum C category, there is rather clOle agreement
between the present study (1.86) and Ledwith's study (1.6), and
between Ames' study (2.89) and Ford's (2.1).

These higher means

found by Ames and Ford may be related to the higher intellectual
and cultural backgrounds of their subjects.
§hadtRs.

Shading responses were infrequent in the pres-

ent investigation as well as in the three other studies cited.
Three dtmensiona1 or diffusion shading responses (X) were given by

33.4 per cent of the children of the present study, with a mean ot

0.; such responses per record. Texture responses
by twenty-five per oent of the group, with

8

(0)

were given

mean of .35 per ree-

•

ord.

5'3

No toned-down three dtmensiona1 shading responses (k) ap-

peared in the present study, nor with Ledwith's sample.
category 1s not reported by Ames and Ford.

This k

Ames reports a com-

bined mean for texture and three-dimensional shading of 1.14.
Achromat;tc color (C').

AchromatiC color responses oc-

curred in 30.6 per cent of the records of this study, with a
of .5'6.

~an

This infrequent use of achromatic color rather closely

agrees with the finding of Ledwith's study
do not quote C· means.

or

.3.

Ames and Ford

However,.Ames does ineltde the category

"elob," defined as "responses based on a diffuse impression of the
blot, stemming from its darkness" (1:85').

This tlClob" category

includes Klopfer's C· category coupled with any unpleasant or
Ames reports a mean of .5'0

threatening aspects of the blot.

nelob" responses, which i.8 also very close to the .5'6 Ot mean
found in the present investigation.
Content
Animal responses (A) outnumber all other content categories used by this age group.

This is confirmed by the findings

of the other three quoted studies.
sponses tell into this category.

Approximately half of the reAll the child ren in the present

group gave at least one A response, with a mean of 8.06 per record
uman content (D) made up 10.73 per cent of the records, with a
mean ot 2.25'.

The somewhat higher H per cent found in Ames' (14

per cent) and in Ford's (11.8 per cent) study may be related to
higher intelligence, al has been suggested in previous studies.

•

A large majority ot the children (81.9 per cent) show a predomin-

.

ance ot whole human and whole animal responses.

6

Only 16.7 per

cent ot the children gave a greater number of responses of perts

ot animals and humans.

One child gave an equal number of respon-

ses 1n regard to both moles and details of humans and animals.
The other major content categories appearing in the records of the present sample ot seven-year-old child ren were the
Objects (mean 2.50); nature responses, including rocks

following:

water, caves, and mountains (1.24); plants (1.22); human and ani\

mal anatomy (.70); architecture, including houses, churches, and
towers (.58); clouds (.31); food (.29); geography (.28); and tire

(.19).
Popular Responses
Popular responses, scored according to Klopfer's adult
norms, comprise fourteen per cent of the responses in the present
study, with a mean of

2.,

such responses per record.

The frequen-

cy of these popular responses, along with the percentage of children responding to each of the ten popular responses is given in
Table V. 7 The mean number of popular responses in the present investigation is slightly below the means 01' Ames and Ledwith, and
considerably below the mean of Ford's group.

This difference ap-

pears to be another function of the varying mental maturity levels

6 See fable III, page 44.

7 Page " .
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TABLE V

FREQUENCY OF KLOPFER'S TEN ADULT-BASED POPULAR RESPONSES
USED BY SEVENTY-TWO SEVEN-YEAR-OLD CHILDREN
Number ot
responses

Card number

(N 72)

19

I
II
III (men)
III (bow)
V

14

1
34

55

VI

2

17

VIII
X (spidel')
X
X

Per cent
responding

21
8

(animal he ad)
(worm)

ot the children.

5

Ames' reported mean tor popular responses is not

comparable to the reported means of the other studies, since her
popular responses were scored on the ba.sis ot an analysis ot her
records and on Hertz's frequency tables, rather than in terms ot,
ad ul t norms.
Timing

The mean total time the subjects in the present study
held the ten cards was 10.11 minutes.

This is a somewhat longer

response time than reported tor the six....year-alds in Ames' group,
who averaged 8.85 minutes.
yond the six year level.

Ames did not record response time beReaction time (RT). or the time elapsing

between the presentation of the card and the first response to the
card, was found to average 18,2; seconds tor chromatic cards (II,

41

III, VIII, IX, X), and 18.1, seconds tor the achromatic cards (I,

IV, V, VI, and VII), with a mean reaction time of 18.20 seconds
for all the cards.

These reaction times are considerably higher

than that given by Ford

(8

mean ot 8.6 seconds on the chromatic

cards and a mean or 10.3 seconds on the achromatic cards, with a
total mean reaction time of 9.6 seconds tor all the cards).

The

present finding on reaction time is also much above the 10.71 seconds average reaction time reported tor adolescents by Hertz (4,).
No reaotion time record was made in Amest study and no timing was
reported by Ledwith.

!be paucity of data on tilling of chtldren's

records renders much comparative interpretation impossible.

It is

interesting to note, however, that in the present study average
reaction times tor chromatic and achromatic blots were almost
identical.

It might be tentatiYely proposed that the marked in-

crease in reaction time over that reported by Ford and Hertz is a
function of the greater mental maturity

ar

the latter subjects.

Card Preference
AS in Ame.' study, each child in the present study was

asked to indicate which card he liked best and which he liked
least.

Card X was liked best by twenty-rive of the seventy.two

children, or 34.7 per cent ot the subjects.

Card IV was liked

least by nineteen of the group, or 26.3 per cent of the
olds in the sample.

seven-yea~

Ames· seYen-year-olds also preferred card X

with greatest frequency, as did most of her other age levels.
Card II accompanied card IV

8'

the most unpopular with Ames t

seven-year-old subjects.

•

That forty-seven children, or sixty-fivE

per cent of the present group, indicated a preference for chromatic cards over achromatic cards, seems to indicate that chi1drer
this age are attracted by color, though analysis ot other factors
such as reaction time and the • to Sum C ratio do not point to
this color propensity as being uncontrolled by form

consideration~

E~~~Me~~~e

The results for the M to Sum C ratio indicate that over
two-thirds of the children of this study fall into the extrsten8
sive category.
Nearly three per cent of the children show a
ratio with equal weight on both sides.

Twelve and one-half per

cent show an introversial tendency, and a large number (13.9 per
cent) of chIldren show no predominant direction, since no color
or movement responses were given in their partIcular records.

In

the case of the FMmaFccC' ratiO, these results are contradicted
somewhat.

Here the predominant category was that showing intro-

versial tendencies.

Again, a large number of chIldren (22.2 per

cent) gave no responses on either side.

On the percentage of re-

sponses to the last three cards, 31.9 per cent ot the children
fall in the introversial category (giving less than thirty per
cent of the total responses on these cards), 44.4 per cent fall in
the ambiequal category (percentage between thirty and forty), and

23.6 per cent tall in the extratensive category (percentage ovar
8 See Table III, page 44.

torty) •

•
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CHAPTER V
StJUMARY AND CONCLUS IONS

The comparatively recent advent ot the use ot the Ronschach Test with young children has given rise to conSiderable research and a growing literature in this field.

Kuch of the early

skepticism ot many workers regarding the potential value of the
test with children has been allayed by the positive findings ot
pioneer Investigators, who have discovered children to be particularly responsive to the testts game-like atmosphere and ink blot
materials.
Developmental trends have been noted in children's Rorschach patterns, which would appear to be closely related to their
mental and social or lite-experience levels.

Almost all inVestlg.

tors are agreed on the following major maturational trendsl

The

number of responses given in the test tend to increase with the
child's age to a point between twenty and thirty.
of poor form quality whole responses

or

The abundance

the very young child tends

to give way as the child matures to a significant increase in detail responses. with usual detail (usual in terms of adult norms)
finally predominating.

The general improvement in form accuracy

perception i. accompanied by an increasing number of form-deter-

;9
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mined concepts, utlizing a wider range of movement, shading, and

color determinants and content categories.

The uncritical and

impulsive or labile responsiveness of the young child tends to
decrease with the increasing age of the child.
OUt of these discoveries of developmental trends in
child Rorschach responses has emerged a general recognition of th
need for normative studies and of the inadequacy ot adult norms
tor interpreting children's records.

Despite this general recog-

nition, few truly normative investigations have been made to date
which would afford interested clinicians departure points from
which to evaluate realistically children's Rorschaoh records.

Th

large ma30rity of even the most ambitious studies have concentrated on populations of children considerably above average in intelligence or soeio-ecOl'lomic background.

These studies have, how

ever, contributed much in the way of establishing modified administrative procedures land techniques based upon the special problems and exigenCies tound to arise with child sub3ects.

One ot

these special techniques in administration, Mary Ford's trial blot
method, was examined experimentally in the present study, testing
the hypotheSiS that the trial blot method with children does appreciably influence their Rorschach Test productions in the direction of rendering their protocols richer in the quantity of scorable material by better orienting them to the task.

The children

compriSing the study were .elected under normative criteria with
a view toward contributing normative data on the Rorschach Test

•

for this ege leyel.
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The subjects of the present study were seventy-two second grade children of two publIc and two parish elementary schools
in Chicago.

The rollowing selection criteria' were used in obtain-

ing the subjectss

(1) Only children seven year. one month to

seven years eleven months were included; (2) Only Children with
IQfs falling between 85 and 115 on an administered Kuhlmann';"'Ander80n

group intelligence test were included,

(3)

Only children from

middle-level socio-economic neighborhoods were admitted, (4) Only
children adjudged free tram overt personality disturbances by
classroom teachers were admitted.

1he chlldren were matched in

terms of age, IQ, and sex, and assigned by lot to either the experimental (trial blot) group or control (non-trial blot) group of
thirty-six children each.

The mean age of the experimental group

was seven years six months, with a mean IQ of 103.00.

The mean

age of the control group was seven years six months with a mean
IQ of 103.50. Both groups comprised thirty-four boys and thirtyeight girls,

Except for the use of Ford's trial blot with the ex-

perimental group, exactly the same administrative procedure was
followed with both groups.

Because of the young age ot the sub-

jects, the usual administration procedure was somewhat modified.
larief instructions, oriented to the young child, ..ere adopted trom
instructions tor children used by preViouS workers.

Also, the in-

quiry phase at the administration was combined with the pertor~ance

phase, with inquiries ot the examiner made immediately tol-
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lowing the child's .final response to a particular card.

•

The lat-

ter method was used to secure maximal cooperation of the subjects,
and to place a lesser demand an their memories tor pest perceptions ot the blots.

No test was begun until the examiner felt

optimal rapport had been

establ1sh~d.

The results of the two administrations with the two
matehed groups ot seven-yeer-old chlldren were analyzed in terms

ot

means

and percentages ot response categories

used"

and the

significance of the resulting group dUferences tested by means ot:
chi square, with the Yates correction applied in all instances.
At the five per cent level ot confidence, no sign1ticant differenees were found among the m830r location, determinant, or content
categories used.

However, a statistically significant difterence

between the groups was tound with respect to the )( to S.um C ratio.
This one significant chi square value was discounted.since it
might well have been the result of chance factors being operative.
The very large preponderance ot non-significant chi square values
forced the conclusion that tor all practical purposes the trial
blot did not very appreciably influence the response patterns ot
the subjects in the experimental group.

However, there was some

evidence that the trial blot depressed outwara res pons iveness
the use ot shading.

In sum, it

was

and

concluded that the trial blot

was not used to advantage with this group ot seven-year-old children.
Accordingl"

the two groups were considered homogeneous
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in their Rorschach responses in that they were originally closely
matched for intelligence and age and since they were not found to
differ significantly in their Rorschach responses.

The two groups

of thirty-six children were merged to form one normative population of seventy-two seven-year-old children.

The mean age of this

merged group was seven years six months with a mean IQ ot 103.29.
The mean number of location, determinant, and content
categories used by the seventy-two chIldren ot the present study
were compared to the important st'tJ!J ies ot Ames, Ford,
on this age level.

am

Ledwith

There was surprising agreement with the major

findings of these other three studies, despite the tact that the
studies of Ames and Ford were based on records of children ot superior intelligence and cultural background.

The larger differ-

ences found in the number of reaponsest per cent of wholes and
USual details, human and animal movement responses, and amount of
pure form, may be attributable to d1tferences in intelligence and
cultural background of the respective populations.
Below is a listed summary of the findings of' the present
study with respect to quantitative aspects ot the Rorschach records
of' its normative group of' seven-year-old children.
~ing

Their deser-

to be called "signs" ot the typical seven-year-old record de-

pends on substantiation by future Similar research.
1. Number of' responses near nineteen.
2. Re3ections are rare; most frequently rejected cards

are II and VI.

•
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3. Wholes and usual details used with equal frequency,

and comprise about ninety per cent of location categories.

4. Approximately 9ne in four children give human movement responses.
,. Animal movement higher than human movement.
6. Shading is used little.
7 ~ OYer half of the responses are pure form.
8. Approximately one

tor~color

response per record.

9. Color torm higher than torm color.
10. Pure color responses occur infrequently with about
one in ten children giving such a response.
11. Approximately half of the responses constitute animal content.
12. Human content less than one-third animal content.

13. An average

01' two to three populars (adult) per record, particularly on card V and on card III (bow).

Suggestions for Future Research
there is an obvious and pressing need tor turther normative studies 01' child rents Rorschach Test reaponses.

Such stud-

ies, to be ot maximal value to clInIcians seeking practical interpretative departure pOints, would ot necessity have to be caretully controlled in terms 01' normative criteria employed.

Narrow

chronological age ranges would best be studied to avoid blurring
the obtained Rorschach patterns with swiftly occurring and influential maturational tactors.

The use of recognized individually

administered intellIgence tests sueh as the Stantord-Binet Test or
the Wechsler-Bellevue Test would also serve to better control the
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intellectual level of the sample of children studied.

Children

with personallty dlsturbances could be rather carefully screened
out by maklng use of paper-and-pencll tests of personallty as welJ
as through ratings obtained from parents and teachers.

Careful

cheeks shouid also be made to see that each child is actually ot
middle-levei socio-economic background and cultural advantage.
Academic achievement mlght be controlled through an examinatIon
of school grades or, more carefully, by making use of a battery
of standard achievement tests.
ConsIderable value would also undoubtedly derive trom
specIalized studies of children's Rorschach protocols.

Possible

sex dIfferences, especially with pre-adolescent and adolescent
groups, deserve scrutiny.

ChIldren displaying similar psychotic

and neurotic syndromes might profitably be studied using the Rorschach method.

The Rorschach records of moderately retarded chil-

dren, as well as mentally superior children, might be examined to
shed light on the potentialities and liabil1ties of their perceptual and intellectual faculties.

Further eXperimental studies of

variations in admin1strative procedures of the Rorschach Test with
children also seem 1n order.
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APPENDIX I
SAMPLE RECORD
Number 14
Response
Card I
ft.!. 3»
1. Could it be a
map?

2. Could it be an
ocean?
I don't know what
else 1t could be.

50"

Card II
R.!. 15"

1. Looks like th1s
part is k1nd of a
castle.

2. Th1s part looks
11ke rocks all
around here.
I don't know whet
th1s red stuff
could be (bottom
red D).
1'10"

Girl

CA

7-5

IQ 106

Inquiry
Cause 1t looks so much
l1ke a map. Because of
these th1ngs com1ng out.
For the lakes or s omething. I don't think it
looks 11ke the U.S.
This whole part. Because these th1ngs coming out. Some oceans
have those.

Scor1ng
W

F

. Geo

W

F

Geo

Because cestles have all
these po1nts, this one
big point up here. Because of the b1g wide
space right here. Because if somebody was
going up to the castle
they mostly take a horse
like in the story of
Cinderella. A door or
the gates.
Some rocks are really
"
big. Cause they ha..
po1nts on 'em (po1nts
to edges). Because
they're gray like. Lots
ot rocks are gray when
they're old.

71

Arch

FC'

Rocks

Respons.

.

Inquiry

72

Scoring

Card III

R.'l. 10ft

1. Th1s red thing
here could be a
bow.

Beeause I have a hair
bow at home that looks
11ke it. It just does.

2. These 81ght be
able to be dogs.

They look like dogs
_
Sitting down, or maybe
playing a game with
their ball. This (lower
center) might be their
ball. Their head, their
paw, their fur. It was
gray. Looked like fuzz.
Cause of this, looks
D
11ke a tlame going up.
Beca.use it was red.

3. This red stuff
eould probably be
fire.
6;ft

D

F

Obj

FK

A
Obj

CF

Fire

Ad

FC'
Fe

mF

Card IV

B.T. 8ft
1. Might be a
gor1lla with his
long tail sticking
down here. Or a
bear.

;;"

Card V
B.T. 7ft
1. Maybe something
that has a lot of
fur on back. JlaYbe
of a rabbit whose
sktn was opened up
and all the stuft
that the rabbit
had in his stomach
eame out.
40 ft

Because ot the big tat
legs and the big taU.
The tur -' Becaus e it was
light gray and then the
dark gray. Jus t halt Ot
the gorilla, Don't see
head. Arms donlt look
too good here because
they're going down,
theY're skinny.

W

Fe

The long ears and the
rabbit's legs and the
rabbit's head. Because
that looked fuzzy too,

W

Fc

mostly dark gray and

little spots were light
gray. (rest) May be all
the carrots he eats. Because this goes back.

A

At

P

Response
Card VI
R.T. S..
1 .. Maybe a high
·clift. '

2. Or a hill with
an eagle on top.

3. Or maybe an
Ind ian thing.

SO"
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Inquiry

Scoring

welll because some higb if
fcli tst have things
that are going up. these
things (points to edge).
I don't know what they
might be.
His wings, am th is 1s
ar
the top! his head.
That's he .clift.'
Eagles have big wings.
Looks 11ke something
D
I Saw once. The zigzaggity.

Card VII
B.T. 10"
1. Maybe two crazy Because they had their
dogs with their
ears up l1ke they got
ears up.
lost and they were meeting each other again.
They came back and they
saw each other. Because
dogs have tails and eers.
The legs aren't there.
2. This part could fhis could be a tree
ar
probably be a tree. (lower ai) and the black
And this could
part leaves. These are
probably be moun- mountains
tains around it.

-

,
F

A
I

F

Obj

FM

A

F

Pl
N

4;"

Card VIII

R.T. 2"

1. Some kind ot an

Because when I went to
the museum they had
animal bones there.
2. Maybe some bears Because they have tour
climbing over to
legs right here. Beone part.
cause these dark red
Guess that's all I things look like eyes.
can think of.
animal's bones.

4;"

D

F

Aobj

D'+W

Fl{

A

P

Response

.

Inquiry

74

Scoring

Card IX

R.T. 30"
1. Maybe these open Mlght not have any glass St» F
here could be win- but just have open
dows.
Spaces. Maybe in a big
tower. This looks kind
ot like a tower.
d
F
2. Maybe this could (Top d projections)
be whiskers ot I
torget what kind ot
fish.

Arch

Ad

45'"

Card X
R. T.

15ft

1. This might be a These legs like they're
mouse.
laying down. That's all.

D

F

A

2. This part might The whole green. Because D
be a dragon.
ot the eyeSt one ot
their neCks, the nose.
That's all.
3. This part here
D
m.ight be two lines.

F

A

F

Lines

CF

Water

4. This part here Like splashes coming
might be same blue out.
water.

5. This part here
might be a ehimney.
1'10"

C

m.F

Because it was a big
D
long chtmney. That's all.

F

Arch

Best - X
Least - IV
SAMPLE RECORD
Number 22
Response
Card I
R.T. 20"

1. Something like

Boy

CA

7-3

IQ 105
Scoring

Inquiry
Like coming up the

if

K

Smoke

Response

..

Inquiry

smoke or something. chimney 11ke that.
2. Looks something The eyes (S)J ears,
like a cat, nose.
Just the hea •
1'10"

Card II
R.T. 20 ft
1. Something like
Ii top maybe.

S.

2. Llke Indians on There's orange down here
television. Fire 11ke tire. Well, it's
and smoke going up. black.

It

7"

Scoring
mF

lV,S

F

Ad

S

;[I'

Obj

"

C'F Fire
Smoke
KF

CF

H

D

C'F Water

D

F

A

D

F

Aobj

D

:£i'C'

Mud

Card III

R.T. 20"
1. In here it looks Cause it looks like,
like water.
like water by the shape
and that color. It's kind
of gray--l1ke it looks
grayout of .hore.
2. Here it's kinde The head looks a lot like
shaped like a duck. it, the body looks something like it.
3. In middle here Cause a bone is shaped
it's shaped kinde
something like that.
llke a bone.
4. Mud rlght here. Jus t a little puddle
on each side. Itts black
l' 5"
like mud puddles and
shaped like 8 round ball.

Card IV

R.T. 10"
1. Could be a man
walking without
this part.
2. This also would
look something like
smoke going up the
chimney.
3. Up here looks
something like a
leat.
It4O"

Arms and teet. Up here
can be the ears,
dr

H

dr

Just shaped 11ke a leat d
and everything. Some kind
o! a tree le at •

KF
mF

Smoke

F

Pl

76
Response

Inquiry

Scoring

Card V

R.T. 20"
1. Without this it Two thin legs and two
could be maybe a
back legs and head part.
rabbit walking
along.
2. The whole thing Shaped like a butterfly
could be a butter- it if was a little more
fly.
smoother. Wing.

3. It could be a
rotten banana.

1 '1,"

D

A

F

A

p

Because it was black and
it was shaped like a
banana.

W

FC'

Fd

Shaped exactly like one.

D

F

Obj

Eyes, the wings.

D

FM

A

Wood stuck in the ground
and that cou1d be smoke
all around it.

W

F

Card VI

R.f. 20"

1. Thls part could
be a sparkler.
2. BIrd flying in
the air.
3. Could be a plece
of wood burning.
1'4,"
Card VII
R.T. 1,"
1. Could be a

stool.
40"

Obj

KF

Smoke

Shape. Legs, part you
sit on.

F

Obj

The orange there. Looks
•
l1ke a jet with the wlngs.
These weren't part (side
D).
Fire, point gOing up.
_

Pm

Obj
Fire

mF

Card VIII

R.T. IOU

1. Could be a jet
flying up in the
air caught fire
in back.
2. Bow and arrow
with fire on the
back.
3. These could be
a minnow-11ke fish.

l130·t

TheY're a lot shaped

like it and that·s the
eye right there, the
mouth. Leave the legs
off, though.

D

CF

F

Obj

OF

Fire

F

A

~p

Response

•

Scoring

Inquiry

Card IX
R.T. 30"
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w

CF

Obj
Fire

D

~

Fd

1. Here could be a Top gray D.

D

F

Obj

2. Some legs of a
person.

Bottom green D.

D

F

Hd

3. Some green
leaves.

Top green D.

D

Fe

Pl

1. Here in the
middle could be
a candle and the
house caught fire.

(Candle center D).
It's all fire. It looks
like fire. Kinda shaped
like fire. Not the color
of fire, up here it is
though.
2. Right here it
Someone drew it. Looks
could be a banana, like one only for the
only e pink banana. color.

1'3,"
Card X

R.T. 2,"

machine gun.

l' 30"

Best - VII!
Least - IV

APPENDIX II

BEHAVIOR SYMPTOMS CHECKLIST
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APPENDIX III
TRIAL BLOT
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APPENDIX IV
LIST OF CUTTING POINTS IN CHI SQUARE CALCULATIONS

Category

Cutting point

R

Total time
RT (chI" & soh)

w

18
10'

21"

8

w%

51

d
D+d~

41

D

9
1

Dd

s

00,8%

X
FM

m

lC
F

1
1

8
1
1
1
1

13
61
81

F%
F+%

e
FC
CF

1

1

1
1
8

C
A

A%

41

H
H~

16

P~

2!l

2

P

4

8,9,10%
Rejections

~C

3,1
3

u.

•
••

Approximate mean of Ames' study (1).
Approximate mean of present study.
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Source

*
••
••
•
•
••
o or 1
•
o or 1
o or
o• or
o or
o or
o or

••

.*

plus
1 plus

1 plus

1 pla
1 plus

1 plus

•
o or 1

o or
o or

o or

••

plus

plus

1 plus
1 plus

1 plus

•

••*
Ledwi th
o
III

(31)

or 1 plus
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